College in the Corner (We Are Williams)
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There's a college in the corner of a valley set apart, where the purple and the gold wrap around the seeking heart Where towers chime and mountains sing and
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time begins and ends with days of gold and purple and the company of
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friends And we climb higher, farther, standing together, never a-
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friends And we climb higher, we climb farther, standing together, never a-
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friends And we climb higher, farther, standing together, never a-
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friends And we climb higher, we climb farther, standing together, never a-
- ber who we are: we are Williams climbing higher climbing far

When the future asks for wisdom, when tomorrow dreams of peace, when today begins with questions and the challenges increase there's a college in the corner of my heart and in my head where gold and purple whisper, "Just remember all we said." We said, "climb
higher, farther, standing together never alone Season after season (season after
season) reason after reason (reason after reason) purple sends you onward gold will call you

higher, farther, standing together never alone Season after season (season after
season) reason after reason (reason after reason) purple sends you onward gold will call you

higher, farther, standing together never alone Season after season (season after
season) reason after reason (reason after reason) purple sends you onward gold will call you

higher, farther, standing together never alone Season after season (season after
season) reason after reason (reason after reason) purple sends you onward gold will call you
home From the valley to the star just remember who you are:
home From the valley to the star just remember who you are:
home From the valley to the star just remember who you are:
home From the valley to the star just remember who you are:

You are Williams! Climbing higher, climbing far!
You are Williams! Climbing higher, climbing far!
You are Williams! Climbing higher, climbing far!
You are Williams! Climbing higher, climbing far!